
HELLO! WE'VE BEEN
REHABILITATED AND
ARE LOOKING FOR A

FOREVER HOME! 

Bourbon Rocky

Kirin
Rachel

ADOPT ME
PLEASE!

CENTRE FOR ANIMAL REHABILITATION 



Interested to meet one of us? Drop an
email to: rehabdogs@spca.org.sg today!

Name:   
Sex:        
Breed:   
Age:

I am..
A super playful and affectionate dog who
will brighten up your day with my lovely
smile. While I can be very energetic for my
age, I'm happy to spend lots of cuddle time
with my favourite people!

Rocky
Male, Sterilised
Singapore Special
8 years old 

Name:   
Sex:        
Breed:   
Age:

I am..
A sweet and quiet lady who enjoys being in
the company of people. Despite my age, I'm
quite adventurous and love going for long
walks to appreciate the scenery! 

Rachel
Female, Sterilised
Singapore Special
9 years old 

I used to be insecure and impulsive around people at the shelter, but now I am much more
comfortable and calm. Strangers still scare me though, and I may bark/growl to
communicate that I need some space. But, greet me politely and I can warm up to you
quickly! I don't like other dogs much but I'm ok if they ignore me.  

I'm most suitable for..
An all-adult household with no other pets. It would be great if my future family could
continue my education in muzzle training, vet handling and meeting strangers so I become
more confident and comfortable!

I used to be very cautious around people, and reacted badly during leashing and muzzling.  
Now, I'm much more confident and settled. I like to keep to myself most of the time as I
don't enjoy the company of overly enthusiastic dogs. My future family can try introducing
calmer doggo friends in a slow and controlled manner. I do quite well alone at home, so you
need not worry about me!

I'm most suitable for..
An understanding family who can pay close attention to my health as I'm getting on in my
years. I will also need to continue with my cooperative care training as I do not like to be
handled by vets! 

HDB-approved (under ADORE) 



Name:   
Sex:        
Breed:   
Age:

I am..
An energetic and playful puppy. I'm afraid of
strangers but spend some time with me and I
become very friendly and affectionate! I get
along well with other dogs and love playing
with other puppies and adults.

Kirin
Male, Sterilised
Singapore Special
6 months old 

Name:   
Sex:        
Breed:   
Age:

Bourbon
Male, Sterilised
Singapore Special
6 months old 

I was extremely shy when I arrived at the centre, and I needed help learning to trust people.
Once I could, I learnt behaviours quickly and I'm not picky with food at all! I can sit, paw
and even hi-5! However, my favourite food is very precious to me and I tend to guard them
from other dogs. I'm comfortable with a harness but new environments are still scary to me.
I prefer to follow other dogs out for walks because they make me feel more secure. 

I'm most suitable for..
An active family who can provide me lots of stimulation, exercise and socialisation. I am a
young dog and I still have lots to learn! I will also need help resolving my resource guarding
issues and with building confidence around new environment and experiences.

I am..
The sweetest puppy you'd ever meet!
Although i'm a little shy with strangers
initially, I warm up quickly if you treat me
right.  I love receiving neck scratches and
belly rubs from my favourite people. 

Before arriving at the centre, I didn't know that humans were safe and fun to be around.
Now, I enjoy meeting and playing with people and other dogs, although I might be cautious
around dogs that are large in size and too excitable. I love all sorts of food and I can 
 already  sit, paw, shake and hi-5. I am harness-trained but I may pull on the leash at times
because i'm desperate to meet my doggy friends! 

I'm most suitable for..
An active family who can provide me lots of stimulation, exercise and socialisation. I am a
young dog and I still have lots to learn! Interested to meet one of us? Drop an

email to: rehabdogs@spca.org.sg today!

HDB-approved (under ADORE) 

HDB-approved (under ADORE) 


